PERIPHERAL TEST

L = 85° 70° 55° 45° NASAL 45° R = 85° 70° 55°

DIAL AT 01: FACT FAR
Row A
Spatial Frequency

DIAL AT 02: FACT FAR
Row B
Spatial Frequency

DIAL AT 03: FACT FAR
Row C
Spatial Frequency

DIAL AT 04: FACT FAR
Row D
Spatial Frequency

DIAL AT 05: FACT FAR
Row E
Spatial Frequency

DIAL AT 06: ACUITY - FAR
Score: 20/_____

DIAL AT 08: ACUITY - NEAR
Score: 20/_____

DIAL AT 07: COLOR PERCEPTION - FAR
A-1 2 B-5 C-2 6 D-6 E-1 6 F-BLANK PASS ____ FAIL ____

DIAL AT 09: LATERAL PHORIA - FAR
1 PRISM DIOPTERS

DIAL AT 10: DEPTH PERCEPTION - FAR
SECONDS OF ARC

DIAL AT 11: SIGN RECOGNITION / * DENOTES DEPTH PERCEPTION

DIAL AT 12: COLOR RECOGNITION
LINE A 1=AMBER 2=GREEN 3=RED 4=BLUE
LINE B 1=RED 2=AMBER 3=BLUE 4=GREEN
LINE C 1=GREEN 2=BLUE 3=AMBER 4=RED
LINE D 1=BLUE 2=RED 3=GREEN 4=AMBER